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PUSl!S IN CYLINDRICALcBo!4BTRY*

J. E. Goforth, S. P. Uarsh, I. Lindemuth, and ii. W. Ktuee

Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, NM, 87545, USA

INTRODUCTION

Taking advantage of the high energy density attainable in the mag-
netic field of an inductor requires a prime power source capable of
producing very large currents and a means of extracting the energy as a
fast curcent pulse from the inductive store. Nany existing high current
sources have pulse risetimes of hundreds of microseconds, while most
pulsed power applications have aubmicr)second pulse requirements. In
principle, high current opening switches :epresent a good solution to the
problem. An inductor is charged over a long period of time by a rela-
tively slow current supply with a closed switch completing the circuit.
At a desired time, the switch is opened and the voltage produced
transfers current rapidly to a load circuit. In practice, building
opening switches that will carry multimegampere curvents for hundreds of
microseconds and then open on a submicrosecond time scale ham posed an
extremely difficult problem.

Explosive-driven op ning
?

switches have been used in long-pulse ap-
plications for some time, but until recently the explosives systems used
to drive these devices would not prod’~ce a rapidly opening s itch. We

Yhave developed a fast technique for interrupting large currents by using
explosives to ●xtrude short aection~ of relatively thick conductor into
long thin fuse-like conductors. Although the formation of the fuse
requires about 2 us, the switch will sustain considerable voltage as its
resistance rises, and it is feasible to deliver pulaeo with -1 us rioe-
times to low inductance loads. We discuss here the ●All scale proof of
principle experiment and 2-D hydrodynamic calculation. that have led to
an optimized cylindrical opening switch design. In addition, we will de-
scribe the results of testing a cylindrical switch at currents up to
4.6 MA, and Give extrapolations for device designs for the 15-20
megampere range.

* Supported by the US Department of Energy,
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I&a wnrk that hd to the ErPloaivel~ Pormd lmBa comcapt - bo~
● . an ●ttempt to utilize linear high preosuro Nach interaction occurring
● t junctione of linear detonation front. to sever ● conducting plate.
The plate warn supported on ● stepped dielectric material with voids
behind the Mach interaction zone-, and waa simultaneously severed along
8eve ral lines perpendicular to current flow. The technique yielded an
openin~ switch behavior, ●nd to ascertain the benefit gained by uoing the
Mach interaction, we conducted ● test in which the explosive in contact
with the plate was detonated over its entire surface simultaneously
rather than •lon[~ discrete lines. The result was the best openin8 switch
experimental result we had ever experienced, and we su jetted the tech-

?nique to further tests using different materials with equally good
result.. TO gain insight Into the technique, we ran ● series of two-di-
mensional hydrodynamic code calculations to compare with our experiment.
By comparing these calculation to experimental results we learned that
the conducting plate la never severed during the currant interruption
procees. Instead, the conductor is extruded into thin ribbons that
vaporize due to the action of the high currents. Thus, the technique
that we initially dubbed Simultaneous Explosive-Driven 3reuker was
renamed Explosively Formed Fuse.

TWO-DIMENSIONALCODECALCULATIONSAND SMALLSCALE TESTS

Our computational etudiee of Explosively Formed Fusee have been per-
formed with ● two-dimensional EulerIan hydrodynamic code. It is multi-
material and can handle high explooive using a programmed (or time-
aaeigned) burn. Although the calculation include no electro-magnetic
effects, we have gained much insight into the mechanism involved by com-
putationally examining the hydrodynamic. and comparing these calculation
to the experimentally obtained electrical behavior. By iterating many
timee between calculation and experiment, we have developed confidence in
our ●bilLty to use the code to desisn Explosively Formed Fuses. The
reeulto of ● typical calculation ●re given in Fig. 1. The syctem con-
siets of ●n ●luminum conductor on ● etepped Teflon forminu die conmieting
of anvile in cont~ct with the aluminum ●nd voidn into which the ●luminum
?Z driven by the exploeive. The figure chowe the ●volution of the fuee
from ite initial condition throush the time when we have experimentally
obeerved fusing to occur. This particular calculation was for ● ewitch
optimized for high ●ner8y diaoipation per unit length, Several feuturee
of the calculation ●re noteworthy. First, the code predicts that the
aluminum does not ●evar ●ven though this ia wall wiLhln tha code’e capa-
bility. Second, the length of the fuse formed depends on the hydrodynam-
ic flow that develope ●e the ●luminum ie driven into the die. In addi-
tion, the depth of the void is important to the extent that the meet
rapid extrueion occure while the expaneion ie not impeded, Finally, two
regions where voltage etandoff may be ● concern ●re shown. The firet
region la the width of the anvil, especially late in time when jetting
Teflon from the bottom of the void may thin the anvils at their baoeo.
Teflon is chooen for thu die becauee of itm properties ●e ● dielectric ●t
high shock @trengths. However, if the ewitch must survive large voltage
epikes late in time when the anvile have thinned, ●nough bulk dielectric
muet etill remain. The eecond region of concern i. the 8ap between adjac-
ent anvils. The flow pattern puches the conductor from adjacent anvils
together, and there ia a considerable voltage drop acrose this Sap, The
gap must be wide enou8h for the exploeive product~ filling it to
with~tand the imposed voltage.
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Fig. 1. Evolution of an Explosively Formed Fuse. At time - 0
(upper left) the cross-hatched aluminum conductor has just
begun to be driven into the Teflon die. The calculation eorl-
sidero ● die with one complete anvil-void-anvil pattern, ●nd
one half of a void on each aide. The problem la bounded to
right and left by reflecti~e boundaries. In this calculation
the voids are 6.5-mm-wide and 13-mm-deep. The Teflon ●nvil.
are 1.5 mm wide. At t - 3 IJS, jets from the void bottom ●re
.een to impact the anvils ●nd although thic is a concarn, no
failure of the switch ha. bean found ●xperimentally. Another
deei8n conolderation ia the narrow gap betwean adjacent anvils,
oeen at t ■ 4 us, that could lead to hi8h voltage breakdown.

Although the calculation shown in Fig, 1 waa for ● system optimized for
●ner8y dissipation, the good ●8reernent we have obt~ined between expari-
mmtal data ●nd features observed in the calculations lead. ua to believe
that we can use the calculation. to optimize performance over a wide
ranse of parameter to meet ● variety of needs. To ●now Inexpensive
iterations between calculations and expertmento, we uoed the simple ex-
perimental setup shown in Fig. 2, Five voids weru cut in the T@flon die
material with void ●nd ●nvil dimenaione chosen to compare with coda cal-
culation. In the experiment. described here we have uoed 0.08-cm-thick,
6.4-cm-ide ●luminum, for nur conductor, ●nd our explooive system has
alwayn been ● 2.5-cm-thick, 10-cm-diameter disk of PBX-9501 ●xploaive
initiated with a plane wave lent. Stock grade brasc places wara usad for
transmission lines to adapt the parallel plata test Seometry to Belden
YK-198 cableo attached to a capacitor bank, A 1500 PF capacitor bank was
uaad at voltagos up to 10 kV for All theoe tects, and the total system
inductance was typlCAlly -200 nt{o No load was twitched into the circuit
for voltage relief in th~se teoto.
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Fig. 2. Small scale parallel plate test setup. An aluminum
conductor IS driven into the dte by a plane wave detonation
sy3tem.
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Fig. 3. Current and voltage waveforms from a small scale
test corresponding to calculation in Fig. 1, Arrows indi-
cate the times of the frames in Fig. 1.

Figure 3 showc current (I), and voltage records for an experiment corre-
sponding to the calculation in Fig. 1. Times of the corresponding frames
of Fi8. 1 ●re indicated by tht arrows. l’hia test was purposely performed
with more electrical ener8y in the circuit than the switch could ciisoi-
pate in order to determine the limit. of the design, and the break in the
current waveform at -21 w indicates the liuAit of -24 kJ haa been
reached. Many other die confi8uratione were tested u~in8 this baaic
setup and whil@ this test demonstrated the largeot energy dissipation per
unit length ●cross five voids, different configuration performed better
in other respects. Since our present application requiree diauipating a
lar8e amount of eneray, however, the primary die geometry choeen for
teotin8 in a cylindrical switch ie that shown in Fig. 1.

CYLINDRICALEXPLOSIVELYFORMEDFUSE

The parallel plate geometry used in the small scale tests described
above is convenient and inexpensive, but not practical for multimegampere
experiments, A cylindrical Explosively Formed Fuse design for use at
higher currents is shown in Fig. 4. Current ia input to the devic
throu8h cables that couple the switch to an exploeive plate 8enerator, 3

In addition, the cables serve a second function.



Fig. 4. Cylindrical Explosively Formed Fuse with conventional fuse
load. The opening switch 1s actuated by detonating the cylindrical
explosive charge, and detonator-driven closing switches introduce
current to the Foil Fuse. The Explosively Formed Fuse is 9.2 cm in
diameter, and 15.2-cm-long.

The switch itself is a triaxial arrangement with the center conductor
common to both the conduction phase of the Explosively Formed Fuse and
the subsequent current pulse to the load. The cables, which have been
tested with pulsed voltages exceeding 500 kV, are a convenient low induc-
tance means of couplin8 any device to this triaxial arrangement. In this
8eometry, the Explosively Formed Fuse is actuated by detonatin8 a cylin-
drical explosive char8e simultaneously on axis and driving the aluminum
tube outward into the die. As the switch opens, detonator actuated
closin8 switches divert current to the load. The load shown here is a
conventional exploding foil fuse that we have incorporated in the tests
for two reasono. For faster applications than can be powered by the Ex-
plosively Formed Fuse directly, fuses can be used as a second stage
opening ewitch for further pulse compression, In addition, the switch
❑ust be tested for its hold-off capabilities when it is subjected to
voltage spikes from dynamic loads and the fuse loads serve this purpose
as well.

We have conducted a series of tests usin8 the cylindrical switch
pictured in Fig. 4, and have learned a great deal. Two different die
patterns have been used with both static and dynamic loads, and we have
extended the conduction tirue of the device to 90 Da without oboerving op-
erational difficulties. The data in Fi8s. 5 and 6 are from one experi-
ment that illustrates much of what we have learned. Figure 5 shows the
entire current pulse in the Inductivu etore and the current pulse deliv-
ered to the fuee. In this experiment, the inductive store was the dynam-
ic Liiductance of a plate 8enerator which serves to amplify the current in
the circuit as well aa provide an inductive store.

w
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Fig. 5. Current pulses in the inductive store and fuse
load in a cylindrical Explosively Formed Fuse teat.
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Fig, 6. Curve A 18 dI/dt measured in
the Explosively Formed Fuse. Curve B
is dI/dt meaeured in the Fuse load.
Curve C is I Curve D 18 Voltage
waveform s~%~~~ Explosively Formed
Fuse voltage before closing SWi tch
actuates at 53 us and foil fuse voltage
afterward. The dotted section of curve
D was too noisy to interpret. The time
scale ia common to Fig. 5.

t (#4id

Figure 6 chows I in the inductive store, dI/dt in the Explosively Formed
Fuse and the fuse load, and J volta8e signal which 10 #witch voltage
until the closing switch actuates and fuse volta8e thereafter. A pulse
compression of -50 is illustrated, although compression of -100 has been
achieved and we do not believe we have approached a limit. The switch
begins to open while carrying a current of 4.6 MA, and the closin8 ewitch
is not actuatad until the uyatem current haa dropped to 4.5 MA. Switch
dI/dt is -1.3 MA/Ps when the closing switch cloees, and furthar drops to
-3.6 MAfpn ao current 10 transferred to the fuse. Fuse dI/dt jumps
abruptly to 2 MA/Ps on switch closure, then peaks at -2.5 MA/pa. It then
drops near zero as current tranafar nears completion, and drop- again ae
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the fuw b9crns rasistfve. m9 voltage W8veform 8haTe that me Switch
tokasu reackee 78 kV bOfO~ tk CIOOi~ 8UhCh ●ctuates , thea dropc
abruptly ● Afw tke closing switch ●ct-tos, the probe is suddanl.y
measurimg IfRf which 1s Initially small, then climbs 8. the fuoe
resistance Increaaea. The switch dissipated 450 kJ in this test during
the opening process.

Actuating the closing switch after the opening switch resistance has
increased substantially has implications for fast pulse application.
For a circuit with all constant elements consisting of an inductive
store, Lo, and an opening switch (represented by an inductance Lsw
resistance R9W) in parallel with a pure inductive load, Ll, current
transferred to the load according to

Lo
It = —— 10 I-e-(t-to) R#

LO+L~

and
is

(1)

where 10 in the c~v:ent flowing in the switch at to and L is the reduced
fnductive given by

LoLgw + LOL2 + LSWL4
L. .

Lo + L1
(2)

We have demon8trated4 that uein~ an average value to represent a dynamic
resistance gives reasonably gocd agreement when comparing ex?erlmental
data to this simple equation. In this light, the pulse transfer time
does not depend on the resistance riaetime, but on the magnitude of the
resistance. Since we have demonstrated that large voltages can be held
off across the Explosively Formed Fuse before the closing switch is
actuated, we have demonstrated to some degree a faster pulse transfer
capability. The average opening switch resistance during the first
microsecond after switch clos,~re is -45 mfl, and our reduced inductance is
-27 nH. A8 a result, -80% of the available current should be transferred
during that time. This is in reasonable agreement with the data.
Allowing the resistance to climb even further before closing the switch
will lead to e’reli faster current pulses, and it will be appropriate to
test for the ultlmate open circuit voltage of this device. From small
scale tests we expect this to be between 150 and 200 kV.

CYLINDRICAL SWITCH EXTRAPOLATION

Uein.gthe data from <he experiments described above we can design a
switch for higher current applications. We assume that resistance varies
as the number of anvils in the die divided by the circumference of the
switch. We also assume that the energy we can dissipate in the switch is
proportional to the product of the number of anvils in the die and the
circumference. Finally, the voltage holdoff should be proportional to
the ~~utnberof anvils. The largest cylindrical detonation system current-
ly available to us is 76 cm long and 96 cm in circumference. This allows
U8 to use 100 anvils of the die pattern de8cribeciwhich 18 five times the
number in our smaller scale switch. In addition, the circumference is
increased by a factor of 3.3. The switch scaled to these dimensions will
have Imprecisivccapabtlitfes. The limit of energy dissipation in this
switch should exceed 7 MJ, while the resistance achieved shuuld be
increaecd by 1.5. It is likely that both of these scaling factors are
conservativesince 10ISEIof performance due to end effects in the explo-
sive system probably exceeds 10% in the 8hort switch, but will be negli-
gible in the long switch.



The ●witch can be built to uithstand
●m i~tamco , L-D of *33 nu. with
10 uE, ● inductiw store, Lo, of 160 mE
from conservation of flux arguamts by

the woltaso required of it with
● fuee losd inductance g Lg D of

●nd energy dlmipst ion given

(3)

where 10 is the surrent at switch time, 7 MJ dissipation allows a switch
current of 18 MA. When operated as in the test described above, some
energy is dissipated before actuating the closing switch, and we will
likely operate at currents of 15 MA or less. The linear current density
in the test described was 0.16 MA/cm, which scales to 15.2 MAfor the
large switch. As a result, we expect the rate of resistance rise In
-15 MA large scale switch tests to be proportional to the resistance rise
in our smaller cylindrical tests. By scaling up the data of Fig. 6 the
voltage at closing switch time will be -400 kV. If the switch current is
15 MA, then 400 kV implies a switch resistance of 27 m$l. The average
switch resistance over the next microsecond should be 60-70 mfl,and as a
result, to transfer two e-foldings of current in less than 1 us to a
load, the reduced inductance described in Eq. 2 must be 30-35 nH. The
reduced inductance in the experiment we are planning will be -50 nH, and
as a result, only ‘9 MA (0.71.) will be transferred in 1 IJS. This,
nevertheless, represents a pulse compression for the explosive generator
system we are using of 300 to 400. In addition, if a fuse similar to
that shown in Fig. 4 were attached as a second stage opening switch, cur-
rents of -15 MA could be transferred to the fuse from the large storage
inductor, and the opening time of the fuse should be on the order of
200 ns. Operationally, this requires withstanding voltages on the order
of megavolts, which we are not currently prepared to handle with our
load. We belteve, however, that such voltages could be input to suitable
high impedan ,:loads.
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